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Dedicated to helping every type of business
accelerate innovation without compromising
BAU, Bell Integration’s cost-effective IT
sourcing solutions deliver the strategic
and dedicated operational support you
need – the moment you need it.

Whether you’re looking for skilled or qualified resources to handle major change
or migration projects, or simply want to tap into additional capacity or personnel
who can take care of core infrastructure services at a predictive fixed price, our
specialists will hit the ground running – and integrate fast with your business.
Your rapidly evolving IT environment means you need to be able to tap into specialist IT and engineering
talent fast. These skills will allow you to press ahead with new technology deployments, stay on top of
day-to-day IT operations, and handle staff resource, or knowledge gaps, with minimal complexity, friction
or delay.

Our professional services enable you to:
• Jump-start new projects and respond at speed - to new business demands, orchestrating IT
transformation on your terms

• Handle complex short-term requirements – access the specialist know-how and resources
you need to get up and running with a new technology

• Augment or flex your existing staff – in line with changing skills/manpower needs
• Handle routine activities – releasing internal teams to focus on where they are needed most
• Support ongoing, dynamic and changing needs – utilising a smarter way to keep pace with
shifting market demands

• Initiate global support – deliver people and know-how where it’s needed

As a leading IT consulting and systems
integrator, we have an impressive track
record when it comes to empowering
organisations to achieve technology
outcomes – and business objectives – faster.
We provide qualified professionals that are certified and security-cleared with extensive industry
experience covering technology and project management. We offer every level of IT professional - from
engineers to architects, admins, project directors and programme managers.

Our managed resource services give you:

Choice - Stay in control of delivery and outcomes, or, let us take full
responsibility for delivery and resource management while working in
conjunction with your staff and other third-party organisations. Our
people can work on-site, off-site, and anywhere in between.

Coverage - As vendor agnostic specialists, we provide people
experienced at operating in any technology environment. Our onboard
skills matrix covers everything from automation to the cloud, network
security, data and analytics, as well as end-user and ITSM.

Cost Efficiency - Take advantage of fixed price and T&M options that
are transparent, predictable and easy to administrate.

Tried and Tested Resources - All our people are permanent
employees who are background checked, experienced, and tried and
tested in-role. Plus, we invest in our professionals’ ongoing training and
development to continually hone and update their skills and know-how.

Geographic Reach - We deliver in multiple geographies including
the US, India, Singapore and Europe. We provide a flexible and quality
resourcing solution that’s consistently delivered and managed.

Reporting - You’ll gain monthly updates on everything from resource
alignments, SLA and performance monitoring, and financials, to
improvement initiatives.

We can augment your existing team providing the right amount of
skilled resources exactly when and where they are required

Contact us
From offices in London, Portsmouth, Wokingham, Krakow, Hyderabad and Singapore,
we work with local and global customers across Europe and Asia-Pacific to streamline
every aspect of their IT management strategies to maximise efficiencies and increase
their ROI, year on year.

See how Bell integration can help your business succeed.
Please contact us on marketing@bell-integration.com or visit
www.bell-integration.com
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